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Paul Mayhew-Archer

Member of the public

06/01/2013 20:47
" My proposal is to keep Drayton as a single member ward. If this is not possible then
my proposal is to call any new two-member ward ""Drayton and Sutton Courtenay"".
I, and all villagers in Drayton, currently benefit from knowing we have a District
Councillor looking out specifically for our interests. We know it simply because he is
actually called THE DISTRICT COUNCILLOR FOR DRAYTON. I also know how
confusing it can be when ward descriptions are less clear. I know it because my wife
is a District Councillor for a ward in Abingdon and we regularly get calls from
residents unsure as to whether she is their councillor.
I can see that being a part of a larger two member ward gives us two councillors to
call on if we need help, but in practice that is not preferable to having one very local
councillor devoted to our interests. i would feel less well represented if a new two
centre ward elected two councillors who both live in Sutton Courtney. And I'm sure
the villagers of SC would feel equally less well represented if two councillors in a
new ward both came from Drayton. Can you guarantee this would not happen?
We have recently been encouraged by Government and the District Council to
develop a local plan for our village. It seems perverse to ask us to do this - to take a
greater, more proactive interest in our small community - and then deprive us of our
own local District Councillor (because, believe me, if you put our village Drayton in a
ward called Sutton Courtenay that is how we will feel)
Paul Mayhew-Archer

Christopher Moore

Member of the public

08/12/2012 11:57
Boundary changes are being made to my village, and the first information I get is a
leaflet from Watchfield says NO CAMPAIGN I have read your site and can see no
cogent reason for any changes to our current status I do not wish to be LUMPED into
a Faringdon ward/wards, Why if you as a government department are making changes
to my area/voting rights am I notified by a NO campaign and not by your dept were
are the notices, mailshots and information so I could make a reasoned decision. TO
THIS PROPOSAL NO NO NO

Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Moreton
22 November 2012 19:20
Reviews@
New Electorial arrangments and Boundary Changes, Caldicott, Abingdon

Dear Sir
My husband and I have lived in Abingdon for many years and I am a member of the South
Abingdon Residents Planning Group. We are not in favour of the present boundary for Caldicott
as it encompasses part of Ock Street and West St Helens Street. People to the North of the River
Ock do not consider themselves as part of South Abingdon but rather of central Abingdon and
have no interest in anything going on in the Caldicott Ward. It has been suggested that Ock Street
and West St Helens Street was added to give certain political parties more say in the affairs of
Caldicott even though the party members did not live in what is considered South Abingdon. Ock
Street residents along with West St Helens Street residents are more concerned with the affairs in
Central Abingdon. Please could someone explain why Ock Street and West St Helens Street was
added to the Caldicott Ward.
Yours faithfully
Mrs Janet Moreton
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Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frank Mullin
02 December 2012 23:55
Reviews@
Electoral Review, Vale of White Horse

Hi
I have seen the draft recommendations for the above Review on your website.
While having no difficulty with the proposed reduction in the numbers of DCs overall in the Vale,
inevitably the devil is in the detail. My specific concerns relate to the proposals for
Shrivenham/Watchfield which is currently a 2-member ward. But in the interests of both
transparency and fairness, I should make it clear at the outset that I served as a DC for this ward
for 8years and as a member of Shrivenham PC for 4years.
1. Geographically and practically, both villages are to all intents and purposes a single entity
and they share the same common services as provided by the medical practice/chemist/bank/bus
service; the same CofE vicar covers both, RC services for both villages are based in Watchfield
[as are facilities for Muslims etc], and Methodists worship at their church in Shrivenham. The
MOD's Defence Academy geographically straddles both villages, as does its associated housing,
and many staff [and students] live in non-MOD-related housing in both villages. The sheer
numbers of people associated with the Defence Academy mean that it represents a substantial
economic force in supporting local post offices/retail outlets/restaurants/pubs and smaller service
providers like hairdressers/florist/hardware etc.
2. Both villages are currently facing the prospect of a massive increase in additional new housing
following the Vale's recent invitation for 'expressions of interest in new housing development' to
developers/builders/landowners. Outline proposals for literally hundreds of potential new houses
in both communities have been aired over the last 6 months or so, and planning permission for the
first -- and at 30+ houses the smallest -- of these was only just granted
in October. Consequently, within a very few years, there will be potentially a substantial increase
in the voter population in both villages. Given the location of already proposed development sites
plus the 'domino effect' consequent on the precedents these will set, the extent of coalesence
between the villages will increase such that they will be even more a single entity than is currently
the case.
3. Although for their own reasons virtually none of the many hundreds of military people attending
training courses [ lasting up to 3years ] at the Defence Academy choose to register locally as
voters. This has not -- in my experience -- led to any diffidence on the part of some in demanding
'Their Human Rights' to representation and that DCs drop everything to prioritise 'Their Issues'.
Unfortunately the consequence for the DC is demands on his/her time for which they receive no
'people represented' credit since constituency size is mainly determined by registered voter
numbers and not by visiting ''seagulls''. As an issue this is obviously not unique and probably
applies in many MOD locations that undertake training which lasts years rather than months, but it
would be helpful if some formula could be applied to give some 'people represented' credit in
constituencies where many hundreds of mature adult students&families are there for years, live
off-MOD-campus but aren't registered for voting.
4. While the existing ward as a 2-member constituency is not as ideal from the individual DC's
viewpoint as a 1-member ward, realistically the existing ward is by far the better
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option when compared with the current proposal from the Vale or the amended proposal from
yourselves.
4.1 Watchfield has got nothing to gain from being lumped together,as proposed by the
Vale, with tiny rural parishes with whom it has nothing in common, not even geographical
proximity. It becomes even more of a surreal suggestion when Watchfield is proposed as a
Faringdon ward, with which it has nothing in common other than being miles apart and adjacent to
the A420; it would make more sense to arbitrarily divide Faringdon into two 1-member wards and
leave Watchfield as it is. Actually since Watchfield is geographically closer to Swindon than it is to
Faringdon, it could just as easily be tacked on to it, or for that matter onto Abingdon with whom it
has more in common viz.MOD's Dalton Barracks.
4.2 Shrivenham and Watchfield are perceived by visitors to the area as being two ends of the
same village,since they can't tell where one ends and the other begins [ however much that view
might upset those local denizens who regard the next street as being a foreign country]. There are
so many points of common interest between them that it makes no sense --and simply will appear
daft to the ordinary voter -- if they are seperately represented at the Vale.
For example, when the Defence Academy project was first raised by MOD, it was the
biggest scheme the Vale had ever faced. The implications for both villages were so far-reaching
that it would not have made sense for Watchfield/Shrivenham to be represented separately at the
Vale or in discussions/negotiations with the MOD and/or the Laing/Serco consortium, either during
the planning stages or the building phases or subsequently. This enabled a win-win situation for
all involved, minimised disruption and consequently facilitated substantial planning gain for the
local villages.

At present both villages - and more significantly the adjacent village of Bourton - face
the consequences of Swindon's declared intent to expand east of the A419 over
classified floodplain and to build by the year 2028 at least 12,000+ houses north and south of the
A420 up to the Oxon/Vale boundary. Previously published proposals indicate that Swindon
intends that a new road towards the M4, a new/expanded sewage treatment works,landscaping
etc etc related to this expansion will be provided across the county boundary in the Vale.
The ramifications of this territorial expansion beyond Swindon's existing built-up area are
massively significant for this area and will not be assisted - rather the reverse - by a change to the
current representational arrangements.
Accordingly,for the reasons outlined I would ask you to revisit your draft recommendation and
retain Shrivenham/Watchfield as a 2-member ward.
KRs
Frank Mullin
;
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Ruth Muschel

Member of the public
01/01/2013 19:58
"The area comprising Harcourt Hill has no direct access to Kennington. It functions
through Botley and its residents are likely to be interested in what happens in Botley
and further expect that the areas of Botley and Cumnor are part of their identity and
interest. Not knowing the numbers of voters I cannot estimate how representation
might change but certainly Kennington and Harcourt Hill do not anywhere as close
joint interests as Harcourt Hill and Botley and/ or Cumnor.
Yours
Ruth Muschel

Mr Daniel Knag
Review Officer (Vale of White Horse)
LGBC for England
Layden House
76 – 86 Turnmill Street
London EC1M 5LG

6 January 2013

Dear Mr Knag
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF VOWH – DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS
Thank you for providing details of the draft recommendations for the Vale of White Horse
boundaries in response to my earlier submission. I appreciate that you have kept in touch
with your preliminary findings.
As a local resident of North Hinksey living in Stanley Close, the draft recommendations are of
particular interest as my area is proposed to be shoved into the new Kennington Ward and
disparate from the proposed new Botley Ward. This promotes the allusion that there is a
place properly called Botley, yet the parish and place-name is North Hinksey and there is no
parish council for a place called Botley. There is a tiny settlement named Old Botley in North
Hinksey Lane. This problem persists because local authorities have never addressed the
name issue. If locals are to be in a new Botley or Kennington Ward, but still relating to North
Hinksey Parish Council and the new OCC Hinksey Ward, then the electoral confusion for
many residents will continue.
I would like to make the following comments:
1. The accuracy of the VOWH figures and the LBGC findings are interesting but not
something I can comment on. However, I note that the new Botley Ward would be minus 4%
due to the current LGBC modification of the southern boundary. This will mean that all
residents from Sycamore Road, Yarnell’s Hill and Stanley Close, North Hinksey Village and
Harcourt Hill will be represented in a Kennington Ward. This new proposed ward has more
in common with Abingdon than Oxford. Some properties in North Hinksey that would be
moved into the Kennington Ward are only approx 200 metres from the Oxford City boundary.
Confusion will be immense. Participants will relate to NHPC, coterminous with their OCC
Councillor and yet represented by a Vale Kennington Councillor. Those affected will be
expected to vote in South Hinksey and there is not a direct bus route for people to get to
South Hinksey for voting purposes. The rump of the North Hinksey residents may find
themselves represented by councillors living at the other end of the Ward simply because
electoral candidates live in the numerically superior communities and are better known and
attract higher votes.
2. –4% electorate for a new Botley Ward and moving residents into a Kennington Ward is
confusing. Keeping the North Hinksey community together as best as possible would make
it coterminus and cohesive with all the local shopping, banking and medical facilities in North
Hinksey/Botley. I doubt if many residents have visited Sunningwell, a community that surely
has more cohesion with Wootton than Kennington.

3. North Hinksey is a natural community. Current proposals to extend Oxford Brookes
University campus at Westminster College, Harcourt Hill could mean that more students will
be a possibility in the future. Please can consideration be made to amend the draft
recommendations to keep all local residents within the new Botley Ward? I would also
mention that access for Harcourt Hill residents to vote as members of a Kennington Ward
would require them to go to Botley, gain access to the A34 and drive to one of their Polling
Stations. Difficult!
Geographically North Hinksey is a built up surburban area, sharing its boundary with Oxford
City. Locals look to Oxford for hospitals and shopping and the links with Kennington is low to
zilch on their radar. These draft proposals could initiate total withdrawal of many from
participating in District elections because of non-interest, difficulty in getting to voting
premises and distaste at being shoe-horned into an alien named Ward that bears no relation
to its locality.
The LGBC did a magnificent job with the new boundaries for the County Council Wards for
this area. Currently I am extremely upset at the proposed changes for the District Wards. As
a former Chairman of the VOWH who represented North Hinksey, Wytham and South
Hinksey (later South Hinksey was moved into the Kennington Ward from 1991 – 2007 I do
believe it is important that councillors live amongst their residents and can know what are the
local issues and what aspirations are. Splitting such a large and easily identifiable part of
the North East of the Vale in the proposed manner is unfortunate and has not been done
imaginatively with a view to keeping community spirits intact. The community has far more in
common with Cumnor than Kennington and Sunningwell. Indeed, more than Appleton has
with Cumnor, which was not included in the Cumnor OCC Ward yet is with the proposed twomember VOWH Cumnor Ward.
In point 59 the first sentence says “None of the proposals for Abingdon provided strongevidence of community identities”. Currently North Hinksey is a cohesive community
enjoying its own identity, along with the seamless integration with Cumnor and Dean Court.
The LGBC draft proposals will terminate this by scraping parts of North Hinksey into a three
member Kennington Ward. Great care has been taken elsewhere for villages to remain as
integrated as possible but North Hinksey has been plundered strangely.
Please consider the scope for reviewing the current proposals for the benefit of the people of
North Hinksey. The current proposals could mean that in 2015 when we have both district
council and parish elections (as well as parliamentary elections) some residents will vote for
NHPC candidates at the Seacourt Polling Station and then be required to go to a Kennington
Ward Polling Station to vote for the VOWH District candidates. Not very sensible!
Yours sincerely

Briony Newport (Mrs)

Susan Nodder

Member of the public

03/12/2012 12:14
The separation of Watchfield and Shrivenham into different wards will not reflect the
interest or identity of Watchfield. Watchfield and Shrivenham are very closely linked
in terms of geography, shared facilities and local amenities. This proposed separation
will not serve either community well. Including Watchfield on the periphery of the
Faringdon Ward will mean that facilities based in Faringdon will be classed as usable
by Watchfield whereas, in reality, most leisure and retail facilities are outside the
reach of most of our elderly population. This will be driving a wedge through the
promotion of neighbourhood plans, as well as the principles of localism and looking
after our own. Please reconsider to maintain the link between Watchfield and
Shrivenham.

Stephanie Ouzman

Member of the public

05/01/2013 19:08
"I live on Peachcroft - which is currently represented by two councillors. The new
map shows a larger ""Peachcroft ward"" - which consists of more than Peachcroft
estate itself. I consider that Peachcroft estate is a distinct community. All the roads
(bar a few, such as Mattock Way) have access off Peachcroft Road, and the estate has
a definite centre - with shops, church and community centre. I consider, therefore, that
Peachcroft should have its own councillor rather than bits of other communities nearer
to town being added onto it to make an artificial two-councillor ward.
I don't think that residents in the Audlett Drive area (Hadland Road/Lee Avenue etc)
consider themselves to be part of ""Peachcroft"" - they have their own centre with
shops, hairdresser and community centre. I'm sure that Peachcroft residents do not
consider themselves to be part of the Hadland Road area.
I note the proposal that Abingdon has five two-member wards - it would be surely
easy enough to make this 10 x 1 member wards, which respects local areas with
distinct centres (such as Peachcroft and Hadland Road). It is preferable to have
smaller one-councillor wards because, for residents, it is clearer who to contact in
case of need and, for councillors, it means they can represent their area with
knowledge in depth. "

Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leanne
06 January 2013 22:50
Reviews@
Local Government Boundary Commission's draft recommendations

Dear Sir/Madam
I wish to register my views/comments on the proposed boundary changes in particular with
regards to North Drive situated by the Harwell Campus.
I strongly object to being part of the Hendreds as my family and I do not use any of their
amenities. We are geographically closer to both Harwell and Chilton and therefore, support both
of these villages in various ways.
I have been a resident at North Drive since 1994 and feel part of the Harwell and Chilton
community. Reasons/evidence of this:
In the past I have worked on the Harwell Campus.
When my children were young, they both attended toddler groups in both Harwell and Chilton.
Both of my sons are members of the 1st Harwell Scout Group (my eldest has been for over 6
years) and attend regular church parades at Harwell Church.
Both of my sons have attended Chilton Primary School and have attended church services at
Chilton Church as part of their school community.
My youngest son still attends Chilton Primary School and my eldest attends St Birinus School in
Didcot - a natural progression of children in both Harwell and Chilton. My eldest is on the same
bus route as Harwell/Chilton.
We attend/support village shows etc in both Harwell and Chilton villages.
In the past residents at North Drive felt like outsiders because we are not situated directly in
Harwell village itself and have formed a good relationship with Chilton village as a result of this.
However, we do use the Amenities in both villages such as shops in Harwell and parks in both
villages. Chilton village residents use the amenities at the Harwell Campus shopping area. So
you see we are very much linked.
Harwell has strong links with the Harwell Campus both currently and historically. Both churches in
Harwell and Chilton work together and as a result of this we should be included with them not
pushed out.
I have no connection with Hendred at all and would feel extremely isolated and cut off if we were
forced into their boundary as a suit of this. As far as I am concerned, Hendred is part of Wantage
and we are most certainly not.
Yours sincerely
Mrs Leanne Parry

Sent from my iPad
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Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Liam <
25 December 2012 21:45
Reviews@
Vale of White Horse

Sirs,
Please find below my submission with regards to the Vale of White Horse review. I suggest alternative
names for some of the proposed wards, with reasons.

Stanford
The Commission propose a ward called “Stanford”. In paragraphs 50 and 51, the Commission notes that
the creation of this ward has some issues because of the link between Uffington and Woolstone and the
neighbouring Ridgeway parishes.
As this ward has a shape which clearly shows the northern and southern population centres, it seems
logical to include more than one in the name. In the context of a region‐wide review a more accurate
name seems to be a more attractive option for both electoral administrators and voters alike. I suggest
“Stanford and Uffington” for two main reasons, primarily because of all the places in “The Vale of White
Horse” it’s appropriate to name‐check the parish which has the horse inside it! Also, of all the population
centres in the southern part of this new ward, Uffington is perhaps the largest and most prominent.
Hendreds
I recommend a change here largely because of the neighbouring “Steventon and The Hanneys” ward. For
consistency, I suggest “Lockinge and The Hendreds” as a better alternative name. This reflects the full
composition of the proposed ward and allows for a consistency across the borough in the context of a
region wide review.
Central
The Commission has proposed changes to the wards covering Abingdon, which has seen the name
“Abingdon” disappear completely from the electoral map. This doesn’t seem to be an issue for most of the
wards – it’s unlikely that “Fitzharris” or “Northcourt” could be confused with other parts of the borough –
but “Central” could be potentially misleading. Without a qualifying term or geographic location, “Central”
could be misunderstood as being central of the entire borough, rather than of Abingdon.
I recommend “Abingdon Central”, as this is more accurate a name for the ward, is less likely to confuse or
cause misunderstanding, and allows for some consistency from the previous divisions.
I hope these suggestions are of some use to you

regards

1

Liam Pennington
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Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Pighills
07 January 2013 16:14
Reviews@
Draft Recommendations for Vale of White Horse District Council - Comment

I am writing to comment on the proposed Draft recommendations on the new electoral arrangements for Vale of White
Horse District Council.
I am commenting specifically on the proposals for Abingdon as that is the area I know and have lived in for almost 20
years.
1. Names
The proposed naming of some wards is illogical and does not take into account the neighbourhoods that are covered
by each name. The northern most ward has been named “Northcourt” however it does not contain any part of
Northcourt (except for one house). It completely excludes the Northcourt Conservation area which is centred on the
old village of Northcourt.
It should be noted that at the very heart of Northcourt, the ancient listed barns are being renovated to provide a coffee
shop and meeting room which will be an important community asset for Northcourt and will complement the local
shops. However – these draft recommendations name this ward “Central”.
Central has no obvious meaning when applied to Abingdon. I would suggest renaming this ward Abbey Northcourt
which reflects both the Northcourt area and the old ward name for the town centre.
The ward with the proposed name of Northcourt should be renamed Dunmore or Long Furlong, both of which are
names local to that part of town.
2. Ward size
I consider that the suggested 2 member wards are far too large and are not based on local communities. They pull
together areas of the town which have different identities with little regard for existing communities. For example, the
existing Northcourt ward is characterised by residential properties (mostly houses), there are few shops and a large
amount of green amenity space. There are few problems arising from traffic or parking issues. In the proposed
warding arrangement, this has been joined to the town centre which is characterised by retail and commercial
properties. A large proportion of the residential property in this area consists of flats and townhouses. Traffic problems
and parking are major issues in the town centre.
An alternative arrangement of 10 single member wards would allow each distinct community to be served by a
councillor with local knowledge and understanding of the issues. It would give residents a better quality of
representation as they will have complete clarity over which councillor is representing them. In addition, councillors
would be able to act as true local representatives and have thorough knowledge of their community. There would be
no conflict of interest which could arise from them having to represent two diverse areas.
The vote at District Council to recommend 5 wards was not a clear majority. It was made against the recommendation
by the officers and the cross party working group for 10 single member wards. For these reasons I consider that the
option of 10 single wards should be reconsidered. However if the 5 wards are confirmed then I consider that they
should be renamed to take into account names that are meaningful for the people of Abingdon.

Helen Pighills
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Derek Pooley

Member of the public

04/01/2013 11:43
As one of the editors of the Drayton Chronicle Newspaper I object to having the
proposed ward named Sutton Courtenay. Also, I think it is much more important for
each village to have one elected local councillor, albeit shared with another village or
villages than to ensure each councillor represents the same number of people. Why
not have one ward named Sutton Courtenay (with Milton) and another named Drayton
(with Milton). That gives one representative for all constituents and avoids ignoring
the names of any of the three villages.

Jennifer Pooley

Member of the public

04/01/2013 11:45
I consider that the better option for Drayton would be that Mitlon and Drayton should
be combined as one ward with one Councillor and entitled "Drayton with Milton",
and that Sutton Courtenay should be a separate ward with one councillor. To call it
"Sutton Courtenay ward", as proposed, is rather insulting to both Drayton & Milton,
implying that they are of little significance compared with Sutton Courtenay. Sharing
2 Councillors between 3 villages makes it more difficult for residents to know to
whom they should go with queries; much more satisfactory to have one specific
councillor for one ward.

Wendy Rossiter

Member of the public

05/12/2012 18:12
"I have lived in Cothill Road, Dry Sandford, currently part of Wootton and Dry
Sandford Ward, for over 30 years and wish to strongly object to the proposal to place
this into Marcham Ward. Although the 15 households in Cothill Road are at the edge
of Dry Sandford, all our local amenities, shops, public transport, community centre
etc. are in Wootton and we are, therefore, far more likely to be affected/concerned by
any decisions affecting that Ward and thus the rest of Dry Sandford and Wootton. I
feel that we would be more fairly and effectively represented by any Councillor
representing Wootton than we would by one representing Marcham where we would
also be at the edge of the Ward but with which we have no affiliation.
Dry Sandford and Shippon (which is in Marcham Ward) are represented by St. Helen
Without Parish Council (5 councillors representing each) but Abingdon Airfield, now
part of Dalton Barracks, is a natural, major divide between the two areas and the
councillors concern themselves mainly with their own areas.
I feel very strongly that in order that our interests and fairly served and represented
and our local identity maintained this Ward boundary, which is defined by String
Lane, should remain as it has been for the past many years.
Mrs. W. Rossiter

Morgan Russell

Member of the public

03/12/2012 13:26
After reviewing the proposed boundary maps, I strongly object to splitting
Shrivenham and Watchfield into two different wards. Both are villages that are
significantly impacted by the Defence Academy. They are linked and share many of
the same facilities (doctors' surgeries, pharmacy, shops) as they are within walking
distance of one another. Villagers who live in one village may be parish councillors in
another. Children of one village may go to the school in the other. The Scouts are the
Watchfield and Shrivenham Scouts. Shrivenham youth football plays on Watchfield
recreation ground. Villagers of both make equal use of the village halls. It makes no
sense to subsume Watchfield into Faringdon at all. Watchfield and Shrivenham have
the same issues and share a common purpose. Do not divide the two.

Eve and Barry Sharp

Member of the public

06/01/2013 11:56
We strongly oppose the removal of the name Drayton from the Ward system. Drayton
works hard to foster a village atmosphere and community, and to have the village
name wiped off the map would be singularly counter productive.

Tom Shebbeare

Member of the public

03/01/2013 16:22
Drayton Ward should, in my view, remain a single member ward. Our population
exceeds 2000 and we have a strong Village identity including the development of our
own Neighbourhood Plan. We need our own, unique, Councillor

David Shepherd

Interested party
Member of the public

05/12/2012 11:06
Watchfield and Shrivenham are close knit communities, with many friends and
relations living side by side, sharing facilities. (Not least of which is the Defence
Academy, straddling both areas.)I have no objections to boundary changes, or
reducing the number of councillors, but Watchfiels & Shrivenham should stay
together. A better boarder option, is that in green on the attached document. Of course
this would not include the whole of the Watchfield parish. If parishe boundaries are
not to be changed, then the whole of Watchfield should remain with Shrivenham.
Whilst my option would change the balance of voters, this would not be significant
(bullet point one above), but it would significantly enhance the interests of both
communities AND provide a more cohesive representation (bullet points two &
three.)

Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Reviews@
03 January 2013 17:29
Reviews@
Custom Form Submission Received
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Custom Form Submission Received
Review Editor,
A new custom form submission has been received. The details of the form submission are as follows:
Submission Information

Custom Form:
Form URL:
Submission ID:
Time of Submission:
IP Address:

Online submissions form (#183)
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/current-consultations/online-submissions-form
1636
Jan 3rd 2013 at 5:29pm

Form Answers

Name:
Address 1:
Address 2:
Address 3:
Postcode:
Email Address:
Area your submission
refers to:
Organisation you
belong to:
Your feedback:

Richard Sills

Vale of White Horse
member of the public
The proposed changes in North Hinksey set out in clauses 74 to 77 are based
solely on the first main consideration, namely "equalising the number of electors
each councillor represents". The second main consideration "reflecting
community identity" has been wholly ignored. Perhaps the LGBCE is ignorant of
the extent to which parts of North Hinksey are remote from Kennington. Because
of the dual carriageway A34, residents or councillors in the Harcourt Hill area
have to drive 1Â½ miles north to the Botley interchange, before heading south
towards Kennington. The Harcourt Hill area has clear links to Botley, not to
suburbs or villages to the south.
So, the proposed changes do not meet the requirement in clause 11 to "reflect the
identities and interests of local communities, in particular
o the desirability of arriving at boundaries that are easily identifiable
o the desirability of fixing boundaries so as not to break any local ties"

File upload:
1

Gilliane Sills

Member of the public

05/01/2013 17:59
The proposed Kennington Ward contains a mixture of residential and open space, and
the N Hinksey and Yarnells Hill areas are significantly isolated at the northern end of
the ward. The centre of gravity of the ward is clearly much further south and even
with three councillors, it will be difficult for these small northern enclaves to have an
impact on the whole. The focus of the community in N Hinksey and Yarnells Hill is
in Botley, with these residential areas all being contiguous: I shop, almost exclusively
in Botley, three or four times a week and it's where I take part in activities such as
U3A. I therefore want my vote to count in this area, not in somewhere many miles
away. I understand that the projection of the Botley ward electorate is likely to lower
than the target figure, and I suggest that the boundary should be redrawn to include N
Hinksey and Yarnells Hill, even at the expense of the number of electors being above
average. I find it completely undemocratic to have no vote at all in my local
neighbourhood, whereas it would be acceptable to have a vote with slightly below
average weight.

Metheringham, Jessica
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Reviews@
06 January 2013 21:57
Reviews@
Custom Form Submission Received
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Custom Form Submission Received
Review Editor,
A new custom form submission has been received. The details of the form submission are as follows:
Submission Information

Custom Form:
Form URL:
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Andrew Skinner

Vale of White Horse
member of the public
I am a resident of Abingdon.
With a single-member ward voters are in no doubt as to who represents them.
One member is good enough for Parliament, what is the advantage of a less
clearly accountable model for local government?
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Mark Vice

Member of the public

19/12/2012 20:50
I object to the splitting of Shrivenham and Watchfield into different wards because
the services that are available are shared between the two villages. The communities
of Shrivenham and Watchfield are close, if the expectation is for people in Watchfield
to go to Faringdon for primary services then the village will become an anonymous
housing estate with no identity or sense of belonging. Watchfield is still a rural village
(unless the developers get their way) It should not become an urban suburb for
another town, either Swindon or Faringdon, this new boundary would only serve to
justify building more houses without the need for improved services in the village.

James Vincent

Member of the public

05/01/2013 22:07
"Dear Sir/Madam

As a resident of North Drive, Harwell, since 2003 I would like to make the following
points regarding the proposed wards detailed in the Draft Recommendations for the
Vale of the White Horse.
North Drive is a separate small housing estate of approximately 70 houses
immediately to the north of the northern tip of Harwell Science and Innovation
Campus.The proposed ward boundaries would move the estate from within the
current Harwell ward into the Hendred ward. Our house would then be within 20m of
the new boundary edge.
Our cultural and social links are not with the Hendred villages but with Chilton and
Harwell. We look to them naturally to fulfill our needs. Nearly all primary school age
children on the estate attend Chilton Primary School with many of the children
attending clubs, such as Beavers, in Chilton or Harwell. My partner, Emma Coghill, is
the one of the trustees, and former chair, of Chilton Toddler group. She also runs an
after school gardening club for Chilton School. She was a volunteer support for the
Harwell & Chilton breast feeding group.
Historically our Estate, Chilton and Harwell have an interest in changes being made to
the Harwell Science and Innovation Campus and to the current development within
Didcot as it would affect the roads around our estate. I do not feel that the Hendred
villages and those further to the west share that interest to the same extent or at all.
In paragraph 82 of the recommendations you state that Harwell and Chilton have
strong communication links along the A34. This is incorrect as there is no junction
adjacent to Harwell. To the north there is the junction at Milton and to the south there
is the junction at Chilton. The most direct and convenient route between the two is the
A4185 which passes within 20m of our house. For two strongly linked communities
to not share strong links with the intervening communities seems false.
There are public footpaths from our Estate all the way to both Harwell and Chilton.
There is none to East Hendred.
Yours
James"

Lynda Ward

Member of the public

06/01/2013 20:46
Drayton, not Sutton Courtenay.

Richard Williams

Drayton Parish Council
Member of the public

07/01/2013 18:18
"This is to comment on the proposed ward boundaries for Drayton, which appears to
have been subsumed in a larger ward containing Sutton Courtenay and Milton, to be
represented by 2 ward councillors. I believe that Drayton and Milton make a natural
pairing, and Milton on its own is probably too small for separate representation, but I
think that Sutton Courtenay is too far from Drayton, and too large a village in its own
right to be sensibly included in the same ward. I'm also persuaded by the argument
that 2-member wards are not a good idea because they lead to confusion as to who is
responsible for what, and also may lead to one councillor doing the bulk of the work
while the other contributes less. The ideal would seem to be a single member ward,
and I would suggest that this councillor should represent Drayton and Milton villages,
which together would constitute a single ward. I'm aware that this opinion may differ
from the official response made earlier by Drayton Parish Council, but I feel that at
the time the original response was made, DPC were lacking certain information,
which has now been brought to our attention.
Richard Williams, Vice-Chairman, Drayton Parish Council."

David Wyatt

Member of the public

01/01/2013 19:04
"I object to the part of North Hinksey in which I live being seperated from the rest of
the Parish. There is only approximately 50 houses in our community on Harcourt Hill.
Our interests are served by the local center of Botley, North Hinksey and Botley are
synonymous. Our identity is as part of North Hinksey/Botley, our Parish and Council
is North Hinksey.
I cannot understand why anybody would even consider joining our area to
Kennington with which we have no connection, have no cause to visit and with which
we are in no way identified. The 1000 year old Parish Church is also intended to be
seperated by these ill thought out proposals which have no consideration for the
community of locality, but are merely line drawing
Our interests would not be serveed or represented effectively by a councillor serving
the interests of a far larger community of Kennigton whose interets are totally
different to ours.
Please, please do not accept the current propoasls whcih would effectively
disenfrancise us. Please have a ward that includes all of North Hinksey/Botley
together"

Lucinda Yorke

Member of the Public

09/12/2012 15:08
"The proposed ward boundary changes for the Vale of the White Horse District are
preposterous and typical of faceless bureaucrats based in London with no working or
local knowledge of the villages/areas they are proposing to divide.
The villages of Watchfield and Shrivenham which you are now proposing to divide,
with Watchfield joining Faringdon and Shrivenham to remain in the Shrivenham
Ward, are inextricably linked in many ways. Geographically the villages are virtually
joined, in addition to which a number of joint community activities and services occur
e.g. The Watchfield & Shrivenham Scouts, The Girlguides Tuckmill District
(Watchfield & Shrivenham), The Shrivenham & Watchfield Royals Football Club,
The Shrivenham, Watchfield and Bourton News (a monthly community magazine),
The Shrivenham & Ashbury Benefice, which includes 7 rural parishes: Shrivenham,
Ashbury, Watchfield, Bourton, Longcot, Fernham & Compton Beauchamp. The
Neighbourhood Policing Team as provided by Thames Valley Police is made up of
Watchfield, Shrivenham & Longcot.
With regards to facilities Watchfield have a number of their own, however the people
of Watchfield use the Post Office and medical facilities offered in Shrivenham. Both
villages have small Co-operative supermarkets, but if a larger supermarket is required
the villagers would travel to Sainsburys at the St. Margaretâ€™s Retail Park which is
5.9 miles away, rather than travel to Faringdon to the poor Budgenâ€™s supermarket
at 4.9 miles away. With regards to leisure facilities Faringdon has a leisure centre
with gym and swimming pool, however so does Highworth (Swindon Borough
Council) which at 4.7 miles away is marginally closer than Faringdon and is also
newer and much nicer. The residents of Watchfield would travel to Swindon at 9.2
miles away for their retail shopping and cinema etc rather than Faringdon.
Faringdon is a town and therefore an urban area, Watchfield is a village in a rural
area. They have nothing in common, and there is nothing that links the 2, not
geographically or politically in terms of vision. Watchfield shares common aims and
links with Shrivenham and the other surrounding villages as I have described above
and would be much better served if it were to remain in its current ward of
Shrivenham. Your proposals do not reflect the interests and identity of the village of
Watchfield and by becoming part of the new Watchfield and Faringdon Ward, the
villagers would not be properly or effectively served the by the local government.
In addition to which your new proposed boundary changes will split the Defence
Academy UK right down the middle, whereby some of the College and military
housing will remain in the Shrivenham Ward and the rest would now be included in
the Watchfield and Faringdon Ward. This is unacceptable.
"

